Manufacturer: Berry Plastics Corporation
Model: T05SCR(B) & L05SCR
ASTM Type: IL

Description:

The package consists of a plastic open-head pail and a plastic continuously-threaded pail lid with a six-pointed raised knob in the center (Figure 1) for turning the lid.

![Figure 1](image)

The package is opened by holding the six-pointed raised knob on the pail lid while unscrewing the lid counterclockwise until it stops. Then one lifts the lid and continues to turn it counterclockwise until it comes off the open-head pail (Figure 2).
The manufacturer’s instructions on the pail lid are (Figure 2):

TO OPEN: (arrows pointing counterclockwise)

1. PLACE ON FLAT SURFACE
2. TURN LID UNTIL LID STOPS
3. LIFT LID AND CONTINUE IN DIRECTION OF ARROWS

(picture of lid being turned counterclockwise while being lifted and under the picture are the words “TO OPEN.”)

TO CLOSE: (arrows pointing clockwise)

1. TURN LID IN DIRECTION OF ARROWS UNTIL TIGHT
2. CAUTION: LID MUST BE COMPLETELY CLOSED

(picture of lid being turned clockwise while being pushed down and under the picture are the words “TO CLOSE.”)